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Abstract
We study the problem of ontology population for a domain ontology and present solutions based on semi-automatic techniques. A
domain ontology for an organization, often consists of classes whose instances are either specific to, or independent of the organization.
E.g. in an academic domain ontology, classes like Professor, Department could be organization (university) specific, while Conference,
Programming languages are organization independent. This distinction allows us to leverage data sources both — within the organization
and those in the Internet — to extract entities and populate an ontology. We propose techniques that build on those for open domain IE.
Together with user input, we show through comprehensive evaluation, how these semi-automatic techniques achieve high precision. We
experimented with the academic domain and built an ontology comprising of over 220 classes. Intranet documents from five universities
formed our organization specific corpora and we used open domain knowledge bases like Wikipedia, Linked Open Data, and web
pages from the Internet as the organization independent data sources. The populated ontology that we built for one of the universities
comprised of over 75,000 instances. We adhere to the semantic web standards and tools and make the resources available in the OWL
format. These could be useful for applications such as information extraction, text annotation, and information retrieval.

Keywords: Ontology population, Semantic Web resources, Information Extraction

1. Introduction
An ontology describes entities in a domain and their inter-
relations. Ontology population concerns with the identifi-
cation of instances and their mapping to classes and their at-
tributes in an ontology. Such populated ontology is referred
to as a knowledge base. Ontologies and knowledge bases
play an important role in semantic web. This has led to an
independent and distributed effort of developing several do-
main ontologies and public knowledge bases. An ontology
for a domain can either be built from scratch or enriched us-
ing existing ontologies on the web. Search engines such as
swoogle1 allow to search for an existing ontology. We used
such search engines to enrich existing academic ontologies
by merging and extending them to incorporate classes from
collaborative resources such as Wikipedia. We then popu-
late the academic ontology using the intranet corpus, struc-
tured linked open data resources and the unstructured web
data.
The paper is organized as follows. The following section
discusses related work and compares them with our work.
In section 2. we discuss the ontology building process using
existing ontologies. The population of organization specific
classes using list pages from an intranet corpus is explained
in section 3.1. Further in section 3.2. and 3.3., we explain
the process of ontology population of organization indepen-
dent classes. We present the evaluation of our approach in
section 4. followed by conclusion in section 5.

2. Ontology Building
Domain ontologies could either be built from scratch or ex-
tended from existing ontologies. We built our academic

1 http://swoogle.umbc.edu/

ontology using existing Benchmark2 and Aisso3 ontolo-
gies. Ontologies are merged using the Protege4 ontology
editor and extended to include several classes like award,
project etc. and attributes like professor has research-area,
course has prerequisite etc. In addition, we scraped the
glossary lists available in wikipedia to populate class hi-
erarchy rooted at the concept class. An ontology that we
semi-automatically built, consists of more than 220 classes
and 77,000 axioms. Please refer to figure 1 for a snapshot
of the academic ontology. Currently we have populated the
ontology with more than 75,000 instances from the linked
open data resources, the web and a university corpus.

3. Ontology Population
We use the openly available resources including world wide
web, linked open data along with intranet corpus to popu-
late an academic ontology. Our semi-automatic approach
extracts with high precision, entities to populate our aca-
demic ontology. Our ontology 5 is available as an open
resource.

3.1. Ontology Population using list pages in an
intranet corpus

In our academic ontology, we distinguish between two
types of classes : in-domain and out-of-domain (also called
domain independent) classes. In-domain classes are those
whose instances can be populated from intranet corpus.
Various information extraction techniques have been pro-
posed that transform unstructured or semi-structured text to
class-instance data. Here we follow a rule based approach

2 http://swat.cse.lehigh.edu/onto/univ-bench.owl
3 http://vocab.org/aiiso/schema
4 http://protege.stanford.edu
5 http://www.cse.iitb.ac.in/˜chetana/AcadOnto.owl
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Figure 1: Academic Ontology snapshot of some classes in ontology

where we write annotators in a language called Annotator
Query Language (AQL) 6. Given an ontology, it is often not
clear where and how to start writing annotators. This can
be a tedious and complex task where the complexities arise
from interdependencies amongst the concepts and ease (or
the lack there of) of writing annotators for a concept before
another. With the aim of understanding human judgment
behind annotator writing and their ordering, we performed
a manual exercise (Refer Appendix A) where we analyzed
the rule writing process for higher level nodes and their leaf
nodes. If a higher order concept has a very precise and ob-
vious signature, then one would rather write that annotator
first and perhaps use its output to help write lower-level an-
notators. An address annotator for instance might aid a PIN
number annotator in precise extraction of PIN numbers. On
the other hand, if such an obvious signature and/or rules
are not present, then the composition approach of doing the
properties and then combining them to high order concepts
seems easier.
One of the key observations from this exercise was the
need for glossaries. In bottom-up approach, the availabil-
ity of glossary for each leaf concept in an ontology would
help in writing accurate extractors for higher level ontology
concepts. A Professor information annotator for instance
will benefit from the availability of glossaries for professor-
name, department-name and course-name. We describe the
Professor information annotator implemented using AQL
(Chiticariu et al., 2011) to illustrate our point. Assuming
that the professor node can be populated using informa-
tion on professor homepages, we first use a simple regu-
lar expression based extractor that looks for occurrence of
the homepage word and filters professor homepages using
the heuristic that the first name appearing on the homepage
is that of its owner. We then use the glossary of profes-
sor names to extract professor name (Refer figure 2). We
use the span extraction operator extract with dictio-
nary construct for extracting spans of professor name on the
page. AQL relational operator select was used along
with combine spans construct to identify complete oc-
currence of professor name entity. The union all con-
struct was then used to find combinations of names like
Gene Franklin, Gene F., G.Franklin, and Franklin Gene.
Professor’s research area was extracted using the research

6 http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/bigins/v1r3

Figure 2: Professor Name Annotator

area annotator. Here we use contextual phrases like re-
search area, research interest, area of interest etc. to ex-
tract tokens occurring in proximity as the research area of
the professor. A domain corpus is often replete with ‘list
pages’. In our academic corpus for instance, there are list
pages containing list of departments, professors, courses,
projects, research labs, events, and several others. Each of
these correspond to an attribute of a leaf node in the aca-
demic ontology. The problem here is to locate these list
documents for the ontology node of interest. Here we lever-
age the bootstrapping and learning to rank (Joachims, 2002)
paradigms in an interactive setting. Posed as a learning to
rank problem, the aim is to construct a ranking model that
ranks list pages before others. Equipped with the ontology,
we seek for search queries in the form of keywords and/or
a seed list of instances for the node of interest. The tf-idf
feature of these terms (using Lucene) in the corpus is used
to obtain a partial ordering over the result set of documents.
For each item in the set, we solicit a binary relevance judg-
ment from users to indicate whether or not it is a list doc-
ument. We extract instances from the identified list pages
using rule based approach and visual DOM features. The
evaluation of our approach is explained in the experiment
section of the paper.
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3.2. Ontology Population using the web
The organization independent classes in an academic on-
tology are populated with instances from the web using
implementation of SEAL (Set Expander for Any Lan-
guage) (Wang and Cohen, 2007). SEAL is a set expansion
system that takes as input a few seed instances of a tar-
get concept and then discovers other similar instances from
semi-structured documents like web pages. In addition we
also used structured linked open data resources to populate
the organization independent in our ontology. The tech-
nique of using these collaborative resources is described in
following section.

3.3. Ontology Population using linked open data
resources

Linked Open Data (LOD) refers to interlinked, publicly
available, and structured datasets on the web using seman-
tic web standards. We search the required entities on linked
open data to locate the relevant data source. Due to the
openness of this LOD data sources, it is difficult to know
data sources relevant for query answering. We use web in-
terface, open link software7 to ease the task of finding rele-
vant data source. The results for a sample search for glos-
sary of mathematics are displayed in the figure refer figure
3.

Figure 3: Link open data search results for glossary of
mathematics

Subsequent to data source searching , we query these re-
sources to extract the relevant instances. Data on the linked
open data cloud are expressed using resource descrip-
tion framework (RDF) or web ontology language OWL.
SPARQL protocol and RDF query language (SPARQL) can
be used to express queries across diverse data sources. We
populate our ontology by querying the linked open datasets
using SPARQL for extracting the instances from these RDF
resources on the LOD cloud. We wrote and executed
SPARQL queries through DBpedia SPARQL endpoint 8.
Refer figure 4 for the results from a sample SPARQL query.
The SPARQL queries return a set of instances to populate
nodes in academic d open data. Resulting instances could
then be used as seeds in spirit of the typical bootstrapping
paradigm.

7 http://dbpedia.org/fct/
8 http://dbpedia.org/snorql/

Figure 4: Sample SPARQL query execution

4. Experiments
The experiments were conducted for the academic ontol-
ogy population using the three techniques described in the
paper.

4.1. Evaluation using academic corpus
We generated our experimental corpus by crawling follow-
ing university websites - Stanford University, Indian Insti-
tute of Technology Bombay (IITB) and Monash University
- spanning different geographies. We evaluate our rank-
ing model for identification of list pages. We also evaluate
the two list extraction techniques - one that uses rule based
approach and the other using visual features (DOM) for ex-
traction of instances. The results for extraction using rule
based annotator show that highly precise extraction can be
achieved from list pages. Instances of classes that have a
well defined signature like email, and course-id show close
to 100% extraction accuracy. Others like department-name,
events, and research-lab that exploit document features like
page title, and contextual phrases, etc. also achieve high
precision when run on list pages. The extractors for person-
name and research-area additionally make use of negative
word dictionaries comprising of common nouns, articles
and conjunctions. The use of DOM path is motivated by
the observation that all list items usually follow a similar
DOM path within a document. We reused the potential list
boxes as identified by cssbox and traced DOM paths within
these that led to the seed list instances. We then extracted
other instances by following the same path within these list
boxes. The approach works very well achieving close to
perfect precision and recall especially in vertically aligned
lists. The results are summarized in table 4.1..

4.2. Evaluation using web resources
We implemented SEAL and used it to populate the classes
in our academic ontology. We gave SEAL the benefit of
knowing the list pages and then used it to extract instances
from individual list page URLs. We report the results in
table 4.2.9. While SEAL achieves 100% precision on most
of the list pages, its recall is lower.

9 SEAL failed to extract instances from some of the list pages
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Micro Macro
P R F P R F

IITB
rule based 0.94 0.99 0.96 0.95 0.99 0.97
Visual features 0.98 0.89 0.93 0.97 0.96 0.96
Stanford
rule based 0.88 0.98 0.94 0.77 0.99 0.87
Visual features 0.97 0.90 0.93 0.96 0.94 0.95
Monash
rule based 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.93 0.99 0.96
Visual features 0.96 1 0.98 0.88 1 0.94

Table 1: list extraction using academic corpus

Micro Macro
P R F P R F

SEAL 1 0.79 0.89 1 0.58 0.73

Table 2: Results of SEAL

4.3. Evaluation using linked open data resources
The purpose of evaluation was to ascertain the correctness
of instances extracted from the linked open data for ontol-
ogy population. We indexed corpus of three major universi-
ties obtained by crawling their pages. We then queried this
index for each instance obtained from the linked open data
and recorded the top 10 results. We scanned these results
to check support for that instance in context of the category
being populated. Figure 5 summarizes the results of our
evaluation for a subset of classes in our academic ontology.
We obtained precision close to one for most of the extracted
instances from linked open data resources.

Figure 5: Precision calculated for some nodes populated
using linked open data resources

5. Conclusion
Ontology captures domain knowledge in a particular area
of interest, favoring interoperability and providing a shared
understanding among the web-based applications (e.g. web
services, resource sharing among enterprises, and in gen-
eral, web information access). In semantic web ontology
development and population are tasks of high importance.

The manual performance of these tasks is labor- and there-
fore cost-intensive. In this paper we described the creation
and population of academic ontology by effectively reusing
the existing resources. We described the creation of ontol-
ogy using existing ontologies on web, enriching with more
classes from wikipedia and classes as observed from aca-
demic corpus. We presented various methods of semiau-
tomatic population of academic ontology. We use existing
collaborative resources on linked open data, instances from
the web and the academic corpus list pages. Our results im-
ply that the instances are relevant as observed through the
high precision values for a set of instances for classes in our
ontology.
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A Annotator Writing approach
Given a domain ontology, a knowledge engineer will ben-
efit from the knowledge of whether to write an annotator
(for a concept) top-down or bottom-up. In the bottom-up
approach, annotators for lower level concepts are written
first and then aggregated (using a higher level operation) to
write an annotator for a higher level domain concept. In
the top-down approach on the other hand, an annotator for
an intermediate concept is written first. That knowledge is
leveraged in coming up with lower level annotators.
Typically the decision on the order of writing annotators is
taken by a human. In an attempt to check if this decision
can be automated, we performed an independent exercise
where we documented the human judgment that underlies
the annotator writing process. What follows is a sample of
concepts from academic (and technical) domain and a short
write-up on the approach for writing an annotator for them.

Course ID
A course ID seems to follow a fixed pattern. A study of
various universities showed that the pattern is specific to
that university but follows a predefined rule. Stanford for
instance has an alphanumeric course ID where the first two
letters indicate the department followed by three digits that
identify if it is an undergraduate/graduate course and the
specific area. e.g. CS101. It is also observed that the ID is
between 5-7 characters long.
It is possible to write a regex based extractor for course ID
that builds on the combination of above knowledge. Al-
ternatively, dynamically built dictionaries can also be ex-
ploited. For instance, a dictionary of department Ids would
be useful in extracting course Ids for Stanford or IITB. Each
department in the university also maintains a directory list-
ing of all the offered courses. So yet another way could to
be build a dictionary of course Ids. Such a dictionary could
be exploited in writing extractors for higher level concepts
like Course. A bottom-up approach seems natural in this
case.

Research Project
A research project consists of members, supervisor, domain
of work, a research topic, set of artifacts etc. Each de-
partment of an university seems to maintain a listing of its
research projects and this is consistent across universities.
The page typically lists the project name along with a short
description and a link for further details. The project name
can be any free text and is not observed to follow a pat-
tern. It is non trivial to extract a project name without the
knowledge that the given page concerns research projects.
This knowledge can be acquired by looking at words like
Project, Research, and Resource in the page URL, bread-
crumbs, or the title.
This calls for a top-down approach where a ResearchPro-
ject concept annotator should be written before writing an-
notators for its constituent nodes. It is observed that the
project page is not always complete especially in the listing
of its contributors. The project membership and perhaps
other relationships could be spread across the university
web site. A dynamic dictionary of the project names could
therefore be useful. Thus the typical ordering of annotators

in this case could be ResearchProject followed by ’project
name’, ’supervisor’, ’members’ etc where the project name
dictionary is exploited in annotating concepts like project
members.
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